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Overview
• Introductions.
• The need/value/identification of global and 

inclusive leadership.
• Dimensions of global and inclusive 

leadership.
• Profiles of cultural difference.
• Case studies of developing global and 

inclusive leaders.
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Icebreaker
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Inclusive Leadership: Why It Matters?
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• Organizational life means we get our work 
done with and through people.

• True leadership gives people a purpose 
and environment around which they can 
“wrap their hearts, minds, and souls.”

• Let me explain further......



True/false quiz:
(A)  People are the most important and valuable resource!

(B)  People are the main source for headaches and hassles!

Enthusiasm

Compliance

Resistance

 

 

(–)

Motivational Continuum

So, what determines which answer is true?

People are unique in two 
essential ways: 

• Emotions (+/–)

• Creativity (+/–)

Inclusive Leadership: Why It Matters?
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• Enthusiastic, passionate, high engagement 
responses from people will depend on 
whether they feel:
– Honored, respected and treated with fairness

• What leaders do and how they behave will 
determine if their followers feel this way.

• Leaders’ actions driven by their character and 
competence (including their Global 
Competencies) to effectively manage in a global 
and diverse work environment.

Inclusive Leadership: Why It Matters?



Identifying global and 
inclusive leadership
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The dimensions of global 
and inclusive leadership
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Six Dimensions of  
Global Leadership

Intercultural  
Competencies

Global Business 
Competencies

Relationship Management Global Business Expertise

Perception Management Organizing Expertise

Self-Management Vision

(Jokinen, 2005; Mendenhall, 2001; Mendenhall & Osland, 2002; Osland, Bird, Mendenhall, & Osland, 2006; Osland, 2008) 



High Performing
Global Leaders

Business
Knowledge

Intercultural
Competencies

Organizing
Expertise

The Global Leadership Context



Intercultural
Competency

Ability to 
Learn and 

Understand
Effectively

Ability to
Develop and

Manage
Relationships

Effectively

Ability to 
Manage Self 
Effectively in 
Challenging 
Situations

Our Conclusion 



Intercultural Competency  
3 Dimensions / 16 facets

Bird, A., Mendenhall, M.E., Stevens, M.J., 
Oddou, G. (2010).  “Defining the content 
domain of intercultural competence for 
global leaders”.  Journal of Managerial 
Psychology, 25(8): 810-828.

Perception Management  
Cognitive processes by which new situations and 
events are perceived and judged; the ability to 
effectively deal with ambiguous situations.

Relationship Management  
Having an attentive disposition to build and
maintain positive relationships with others who
are different; an awareness of one’s impact on
others in intercultural interactions.

Self  Management  
Capacity to cope with adversity; adapt and
change in positive ways while retaining a stable
self identity; care for oneself in a mentally and
emotionally healthy way.



The Facets/Competencies

Bird, Mendenhall, Stevens, & Oddou,  “Defining the content domain of 
intercultural  
competence for global leaders.” Journal of Managerial Psychology, 2010, 25(8): 
810-828

• Nonjudgmentalness
• Openness
• Tolerance of Ambiguity
• Cosmopolitanism
• Interest Flexibility
• Relationship Interest
• Interpersonal Initiation
• Emotional Sensitivity

• Self-Awareness
• Behavior Flexibility
• Optimism
• Self Confidence
• Self Identity
• Emotional Resilience
• Non-Stress Tendency
• Stress Management



Nonjudgmentalness

Inquisitiveness

Tolerance of Ambiguity

Cosmopolitanism

Interest Flexibility

Perception Management



Relationship Management
Relationship Interest

Interpersonal Engagement

Emotional Sensitivity

Self Awareness

Social Flexibility



Optimism

Self Confidence

Self Identity

Emotional Resilience

Non-Stress Tendency

Stress Management

Self Management
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Assessing competencies 
important for global and 
inclusive leadership



Properties of a good instrument

▪Must be reliable
▪ Should demonstrate these types of 
validity:
✓ Content validity
✓ Predictive validity
✓ Convergent/divergent validity
✓ Differential validity
✓ Face validity

Stevens, M.J., Bird, A., Mendenhall, M.E., & Oddou, G. (2014). “Measuring global leader 
intercultural competency: Development and validation of the Global Competencies Inventory 
(GCI).” In J. Osland, M. Li, & Y. Wang (eds.). Advances in Global Leadership, Volume 8, Bingley, 
UK: Emerald, pp. 99-138.
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Basic Profile Perception 
Management

Self Management Relationship 
Management

1

2

3

4

5

6

Low

Moderate

High

X
X

X
Your scores 

compare you to 
thousands of 

businesspeople 
and students 

from around the 
world.



Globe Trotters

RMSM

PM

Enjoy learning about 
foreign places and 
people, easily initiate 
relationships with 
those who are 
different from them, 
and manage the 
personal challenges 
these create quite 
well. The world is 
their "backyard.”

This profile 
is less 

common



Discoverers

PM

SM RM

Like to learn about 
and develop 
relationships with 
people who differ 
from them. They don't 
always calculate the 
personal costs of their 
adventures and usually 
suffer some 
emotionally. 



Development of global and 
inclusive leadership
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1. Discuss - @ 5-7 min. per Dimension

2. Summarize learning in round 4  



Profiles of Cultural 
Difference
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Country Profiles on GlobeSmart® 

Country 
placements: 

–Merged data
 

–GlobeSmart Profile 
user data

–Expert anecdotal 
data



GlobeSmart® Dimensions

InterdependentIndependent

StatusEgalitarianism

CertaintyRisk

IndirectDirect

RelationshipTask

 You                                        Others
Your goal:
To know your profile 
and others’ to 
leverage similarities & 
bridge gaps

Remember:
Dimensions are on a 
continuum

There is no“right”or 
“wrong”style

Your Profile result is 
not a predictor of 
success



Key Dimensions of Culture

Independent 
▪ Place importance on 

individual identity 

▪ Derive identity from 
personal choices 
and achievements 

▪ Prefer taking action 
on one's own

Interdependent 
▪ Place  importance on 

group harmony and 
cooperation 

▪ Derive identity from 
group affiliation 

▪ Feel a sense of duty, 
obligation, and loyalty 
to ascribed groups

• What is my role?  
• How do I derive my identity?



Key Dimensions of Culture

Egalitarianism 
▪ Be comfortable 

challenging the 
views of superiors 

▪ Be flexible about 
roles 

▪ Treat everyone 
much the same 

▪ Assume power and 
authority should be 
shared broadly 
among a group

Status 
▪ Prefer not to 

challenge those above 
them 

▪ Be deferential to 
superiors 

▪ Adapt behavior 
depending on relative 
status 

▪ Assume power and 
authority should be 
reserved for a few

How do I feel my group should be structured 
and power should be distributed?



Key Dimensions of Culture

Risk 
▪ Prefer rapid 

decision-making 
and quick results 

▪ Place great 
importance on 
flexibility and 
initiative 

▪ Value speed over 
thoroughness

Certainty 
▪ Spend significant 

time on background 
research 

▪ Establish proper 
procedures before 
starting a project 

▪ Value thoroughness 
over speed

How do I make decisions in uncertain 
or ambiguous situations?



Key Dimensions of Culture

Direct 
▪ Come to the point 

quickly 

▪ Be forthright in asking 
questions in most 
settings 

▪ Be comfortable making 
requests, giving 
direction, or 
disagreeing with 
others 

▪ Give negative 
feedback directly

Indirect  
▪ Spend time explaining 

the context before 
coming to the point 

▪ Avoid asking questions 
in public settings 

▪ Express disagreement 
in subtle ways 

▪ Give negative feedback 
indirectly

How do I communicate negative 
information and give feedback?



Key Dimensions of Culture

Task  
▪ Place high value on 

reaching goals and 
objectives on 
schedule 

▪ Prioritize 
accomplishing tasks 
over maintaining 
relationships 

▪ Focus on what 
people achieve more 
than who they know

Relationship  
▪ View time building 

relationships as key to 
achieving good results 

▪ Prioritize maintaining 
relationships over 
accomplishing tasks on 
time 

▪ Focus on who people 
know as much as what 
they themselves can 
achieve

When working on new projects, do I prefer to 
address tasks first, or relationships first?



GlobeSmart® Profile (GSP):  
An Individual
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GlobeSmart® Profile:  
comparison - Individual & countries
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GlobeSmart
®
 Profile:  

Comparison of a team



Style Switching & Frame Shifting
Tactics to adapt your 

style in order to 
bridge cultural gaps

Very 
Direct

Direct

Very 
Indirect

Indirect

Somewhat 
Direct

Somewhat 
Indirect



Neuroscience & Unconscious 
Bias

Mirror Exercise
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Challenges of global and 
inclusive leadership

Video clip: 
Carlos and the direct reports
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Case Study  
Using the GCI dimensions and the Globesmart Profiles 
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Andrea’s 
GCI  

Summary 
Report
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Andrea’s 
GCI  

Profile
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GCI Summary for Andrea
GCI Data: 
• Social Desirability Score = 5

• High Perception Management and Relationship 
Management with Moderate Self Management.

• High Non Stress Tendency with Low Stress 
Management.

• Moderate Self-Awareness with Low Self Identity.

• High Emotional Sensitivity with Low Emotional 
Resilience.



Meeting Andrea

• Intellectual, motivated to understand.

• Self critical/ very high expectations of self.

• Extrovert, friendly and sociable.

• Highly supportive and empathetic.

• Wants to be liked, emotionally vulnerable.

• Tendency to become over-focused, 
overwhelmed and distracted.
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GlobeSmart® (GSP) Profile for 
Andrea

Andrea           
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Andrea           

                               



Coaching Andrea

• What would 
your priorities 
be for 
coaching 
Andrea?
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Andrea Coaching Focus: GCI & GSP
• Investigate and raise awareness of personal costs 

and behavioral consequences.

• Develop clearer sense of self, personal values and 
national culture.

• Create a better balance between own and others’ 
needs, to build emotional resilience.

• Identify stressors and generate strategies for 
managing. 

• Appreciate depth of own cultural conditioning and 
relativity.



Discussion 

How might 
the GCI and 
GSP help 
your global 
leadership?
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Closing

• Global Leaders are 
Needed.

• Global Competencies Can 
Be Measured.

• Culturally-Based 
Dimensions Can Be 
Identified.

• Dual Perspectives Can Be 
Used When Coaching.
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George Santayana, philosopher, (1863-1952)  

“There is wisdom in turning as 
often as possible from the 
familiar to the unfamiliar: it 
keeps the mind nimble, it kills 
prejudice, and it fosters humor.”
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